A spring-mass model accurately predicts centre of mass dynamics for hopping and running animals and is pervasive throughout experimental and theoretical studies of legged locomotion. Given the neuromechanical complexity of the leg, it remains unclear how joint dynamics are selected to achieve such simple centre of mass movements consistently from step to step and across changing conditions. Human hopping is a tractable experimental model to study how net muscle moments, or joint torques, are coordinated for spring-mass dynamics, which include stable, or invariant, vertical ground forces. Subjects were equally able to stabilize vertical forces at all hopping frequencies (2.2, 2.8, 3.2 Hz) by selecting force-equivalent joint torque combinations. Using a hybrid-uncontrolled manifold permutation analysis, however, we discovered that force stabilization relies less on interjoint coordination at greater hopping frequencies and more on selection of appropriate ankle joint torques. We conclude that control strategies for selecting the joint torques that stabilize forces generated on the ground are adjusted to the rate of movement. Moreover, this indicates that legged locomotion may involve the differential regulation of several redundant motor control strategies that are accessed as needed to match changing environmental conditions.
INTRODUCTION
A key feature of locomotion is the simplicity of the centre of mass dynamics despite the complexity embedded within a nonlinear time-varying neuromechanical system. In legged locomotion where bouncing gaits such as hopping and running are used, the centre of mass moves as if on a pogo stick. Whether observed in the locomotion of humans, dogs, cockroaches or crabs (Blickhan & Full 1993) , the emergent mechanics from all these animals can be modelled as a simple linear spring-a ubiquitous phenomenon of terrestrial locomotion (Cavagna et al. 1977; Blickhan 1989; McMahon & Cheng 1990; Farley et al. 1993) . Nonetheless, the presence of abundant degrees of freedom such as neurons, muscles and tendons within each leg introduced enough complexity to fuel decades of research on redundant motor systems starting with the seminal work of Bernstein (1967) . How are such high-dimensional neuromechanical systems organized during locomotion so that the leg produces a simple, spring-like force trajectory consistently from step to step? Moreover, does this organization change if these steps are taken at increasingly faster rates?
One approach to understand how redundant degrees of freedom are controlled is to identify the structure of variability across movement cycles (Scholz & Schöner 1999; Todorov & Jordan 2002) . In a previous study on human hopping, we showed that the vertical ground reaction force was stable, i.e. varied little from hop to hop relative to how much the joint torques, or net muscle -tendon moments about joints of the leg varied ). Kinetic redundancy of the joints was exploited such that, although many different seemingly random combinations of joint torques were used over successive hops, they yielded the same vertical ground reaction force over these same hops. In other words, joint torque variance was structured to make vertical force invariant from hop to hop.
The remaining question is addressed in this current study: does the control strategy used to structure joint torque variance depend on cycle frequency? A line of research by Full and colleagues supports the hypothesis that control strategy changes with locomotion speed (Full & Tu 1991; Ting et al. 1994; Full & Koditschek 1999; Kubow & Full 1999; Jindrich & Full 2002) . However, this hypothesis has only been supported with mathematical models of arthropod locomotion. In this study, we aimed to directly test this hypothesis experimentally. We used human hopping in place because it is a tractable experimental model of bouncing gaits where the rate of movement can be manipulated reliably through the hopping frequency.
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There are two control strategies available that can structure joint torque variance to result in stable forces on the ground. The first strategy is to compensate for a change in one joint torque with a concurrent and counteracting change in another joint torque. For example, a deviation in ankle torque during a particular hop can be compensated by a deviation in knee torque so that the vertical ground reaction force remains unaffected from hop to hop. If this coordinated variation between joints is performed over many hops, then the vertical force variance should be significantly small relative to total joint torque variance. We call this first strategy a 'covariation' of the joints, following the work of Mü ller and Sternad (Mü ller & Sternad 2003 .
The second control strategy that structures joint torque variance is to directly stabilize the individual joint (or joints) to which the generated force is most sensitive. In other words, it is possible that the ground force changes more in response to the variance of a specific joint or joints than in response to the variance of other joints. For hopping, ankle torque influences the vertical force applied to the ground more than knee or hip torques (Farley & Morgenroth 1999) . Therefore, ankle torque stability has a larger role than hip or knee torque stability. Different amounts of variance among the different joints create a variance structure that can stabilize a task variable such as force . We call this second strategy 'individual variation' to stress how the stabilization of one joint can directly stabilize force.
We hypothesized that, for human hopping in place, vertical force stabilization is accomplished through both covariation and individual variation of joint torques. To test this, we examined how joint torques varied from hop to hop to stabilize the vertical ground reaction force for three different hopping frequencies. We used the uncontrolled manifold (UCM) analysis method (Scholz & Schöner 1999; Latash et al. 2002) to test whether joint torque variance is generally structured to stabilize vertical ground reaction force at three different hopping frequencies as we had previously observed for only 2.2 Hz hopping ). We then separated the contributions of the covariation strategy and individual variation strategy to this joint torque variance structure and found a rate-dependent shift from using more of the covariation strategy at low frequencies to using more of the individual variation strategy at greater hopping frequencies. Therefore, the roles of each individual degree of freedom in a redundant motor system such as the leg can change with task constraints. In addition to the mechanical redundancy associated with the joints of the leg, our findings indicate that a redundancy in control strategies can be exploited under changing task parameters, such as the rate of movement.
MATERIAL AND METHODS

Subjects
Five men and five women (26.1 + 4.0-year-old) volunteered to participate in this study. None of the subjects had a major injury or surgery that affected their ability to participate in any exercise activity. The body mass and height of the subjects were 63.3 + 8.2 kg and 170.8 + 9.6 cm. All subjects gave informed consent to participate in this study, which was approved by the Georgia Institute of Technology Institutional Review Board.
Procedure
We briefly provide relevant details of our experimental protocol and UCM analysis, which is more thoroughly described in previous work Yen et al. 2009 ). Subjects hopped in place on their right legs matching the contact of the ground with the audible beat of a metronome. For each trial, the metronome was set to three different beats: 2.2, 2.8 and 3.2 Hz. Preferred frequency for human hopping (approx. 2.2 Hz) and higher frequencies yield linear spring-mass behaviour (Farley et al. 1991; Ferris et al. 2006) . Subjects hopped for three 20 -30 s trials at each of the three frequencies in random order for a total of nine trials with ample rest between every trial. An average of 167 + 51 hops were analysed for each subject and frequency condition.
Data collection
We used a six-camera motion analysis system to record segment and joint kinematics (120 Hz, Vicon Motion Systems, Oxford, UK). We placed reflective markers on each subject's second metatarsophalangeal joint, lateral malleolus, lateral condyle, anterior superior iliac spine, posterior superior iliac spine, shank segment and thigh segment. Subjects hopped on a force plate (1080 Hz, Advanced Mechanical Technology Incorporated, Watertown, MA, USA) providing ground reaction force data.
Data processing
We filtered marker and force data with a zero-phase lag fourth-order Butterworth low-pass filter with a 10 Hz cut-off frequency to calculate joint torques, or net moments of muscle -tendon forces about joints. We performed inverse dynamics to calculate torques about the ankle, knee and hip medio-lateral joint axes using sagittal plane kinematics and force data. Inertial properties of the foot, shank and thigh were estimated based on subject anthropomorphic measurements (Winter 1990 ). For analysis of ground reactions forces alone, we used the same filter but with a 25 Hz cut-off frequency. The data were cropped to include only stance phases, defined as ground contact time to take-off time. These times were identified by when vertical force crossed a threshold force of 32 N. We normalized and expressed the data as a percentage of stance phase.
Uncontrolled manifold analysis
For each 1 per cent time slice of stance phase, we investigated the variance structure of joint torques in relation to vertical force (F ) variance. Control of vertical force was important for meeting the task objective of hopping at the prescribed frequency. We first derived a linear relationship between vertical force and joint torques,
The components of the joint torque column vector (t) are the ankle (t a ), knee (t k ) and hip (t h ) joint torques about the joints' medio-lateral axes. We derived S in a previous study ). Briefly, S is a 3 Â 1 matrix and is the transpose of a dynamically consistent generalized inverse of a kinematic Jacobian that relates changes in joint angles (du) to a change in vertical endpoint position (Khatib 1987) . S is derived using an operational space formulation, a current robotics technique for controlling forces in redundant manipulators (Khatib et al. 2004; Schaal & Schweighofer 2005) . S takes into account leg segment inertias, and is a function of leg joint angles (u) and the centre of pressure. The components of S, that is, the lower-case s's, can be viewed as the individual sensitivities of vertical force to each joint torque (a, ankle; k, knee; or h, hip).
For each subject, hopping frequency condition and per cent of stance phase, we calculated variances of each joint torque and summed them to yield total joint torque variance. As with previous work ), we used the UCM analysis method (Scholz & Schöner 1999 ) with equation (2.1) to separate total joint torque variance into two components: goal-equivalent (GEV) and nongoal-equivalent variance (NGEV). GEV represents joint torque hop-to-hop deviations that do not change the ground reaction force component under analysis. NGEV represents joint torque deviations that result in force component deviations, and is proportional to force variance. To compare GEV and NGEV, they need to be expressed as variance per degree of freedom. We defined TOTV as total joint torque variance per degree of freedom (n ¼ three local degrees of freedom: ankle, knee and hip joint torque), NGEV as non-goal equivalent variance per degree of freedom (d ¼ one global degree of freedom: vertical force magnitude) and GEV as goal-equivalent variance per degree of freedom (n 2 d ¼ two degrees of freedom).
TOTV ¼ traceðCÞ n ; ð2:2Þ C is the covariance matrix of local variables, which are ankle, knee and hip joint torques. NGEV can be thought of as the projection of C onto the subspace of joint torque variations that result in force variation. GEV is the projection of C onto the subspace of joint torque variations that do not result in any force variation, i.e. the nullspace of S, which is spanned by the orthonormal column space of null(S). The UCM analysis method was initially presented as a sequence of steps to partition TOTV into NGEV and GEV (Scholz & Schöner 1999) . GEV and NGEV are encapsulated here for the first time in one-step linear algebraic forms while retaining generality for any number of global and local degrees of freedom. Expression in this form allows for direct insight into the contributions from each element in S and C. In general, S is any linear mapping between local variables and the global performance variable.
GEV and NGEV are not directly comparable across subjects. Therefore, we used the index of motor abundance (IMA), similar to Tseng & Scholz (2005) , to quantify and compare across subjects the degree of force stabilization (equation (2.5)),
Separation of covariation and individual variation
It is possible that a joint torque variance structure can arise from unequal variances among the three joint torques, i.e. individual variation, and not necessarily from hop-to-hop deviations of joint torques that compensate for one another, i.e. covariation. To isolate the effects of the individual variation strategy, and as a point of departure from previous implementations of UCM analysis, we first found InV, which is the IMA value of a surrogate dataset that had all measurable evidence of covariation removed. A surrogate dataset was formed from joint torque permutation among all hops of a subject and hopping frequency condition. For example, if 150 hops were collected from a subject hopping at a given frequency, then the surrogate dataset consisted of 150 3 hops. Each ankle torque from the original 150 hops was combined with every measured knee and hip joint torque in all possible combinations. The surrogate dataset had joint torque pair-wise covariation values exactly equal to zero, and the variances of the three joint torques were the same as the original dataset (appendix A). Thus the surrogate dataset can be represented by the same covariance matrix C as the original dataset but with the nondiagonal terms replaced with zeros. Moreover, we verified that each of the joint torque variances was normally distributed using the Lilliefors test for normality (Conover 1980) . Therefore, UCM analysis on this surrogate dataset revealing stabilization of force was only sensitive to inequality between variances of the joint torques. If the variances of the joint torques had been equal, or if force had been equally sensitive to variances of all joint torques, then InV would have been 0, which would have corresponded to no effect of individual variation of joint torques on force (see proof in appendix B). An InV greater than 0 would indicate that the joint torque to which the force is most sensitive to has the least amount of variance (appendix B).
To calculate the amount of force stabilization or destabilization caused by the covariation strategy alone, we took the difference between the IMA value of the original dataset and the InV value as described above to find CoV,
ð2:6Þ
Analogous to the InV metric, the CoV metric considers only the effects of the covariances of the joint torques Rate-dependent locomotion strategies J. T. on the variance of the force component and represents a minimum of the amount of interjoint coordination used to stabilize force (appendix A). 
Statistical analysis
RESULTS
All subjects hopped within 5 per cent of the prescribed frequency for all the three frequency conditions. For all conditions, the ankle, knee and hip joint torques were extensor torques for the majority of stance phase (figure 1a). The resulting ground reaction force had a vertical component trajectory that was unimodal with a maximum near mid-stance (figure 1b). The following results pertain to intra-subject variances of ankle, knee and hip joint torques at each per cent of stance phase and how they relate to control of ground reaction forces. Although vertical ground reaction force variance was consistent across hopping frequencies, joint torque variance changed (figure 2). As subjects hopped more quickly, variances of the joint torques decreased, particularly the ankle torque variance ( figure 2a) . Furthermore, the ankle torque variance changed from a unimodal trajectory at 2.2 Hz to a bimodal trajectory at 2.8 and 3.2 Hz. In contrast, the vertical force variance trajectory was consistently bimodal for all frequencies (figure 2b).
Vertical force variance was most sensitive to ankle torque variance and least sensitive to hip torque variance ( figure 3) . The dynamically consistent model we used to map joint torques to vertical force was parameterized by segment inertias, lengths and angles. The parameters resulted in a map (S) that weighed the influence of the ankle joint torque on force the greatest among the three joints. Averaged across stance phase time and hopping frequencies, a representative subject's vertical force was 63.3 (+2.2) per cent less sensitive to knee torque and 95.3 (+1.0) per cent less sensitive to hip torque than to ankle torque (figure 3). All mean torque sensitivities were significantly different between the three joints ( p ( 0.001), and the small s.d.'s across time and frequencies indicated consistent primary force sensitivity to ankle torque variance. Ankle torque sensitivity was greater than knee and hip torque sensitivities throughout stance phase for all hopping frequencies. Therefore, it is possible that reduction of only the ankle torque variance, i.e. individual variation, can structure total joint torque variance for stabilization of force.
Stabilization of vertical force through structuring of joint torque variance was robust across all subjects and the three frequencies tested. For all hopping frequencies, the IMA was significantly positive for isolated periods during the beginning, middle and end of stance phase ( p , 0.01; figure 4a). The three peak IMA values corresponding to the beginning, middle and end of stance did not change significantly as subjects hopped more quickly ( p ¼ 0.41, 0.10 and 0.43, respectively).
At 2.2 Hz, both covariation and individual variation strategies contributed to vertical force stabilization. Covariation stabilized vertical force during mid-stance (figure 4b), while individual variation stabilized vertical force at the beginning and end of stance phase (figure 4c). Covariation at mid-stance explains why vertical force variance reached a minimum at mid-stance despite all three joint torque variances having reached a maximum at mid-stance (figure 2, 2.2 Hz).
Even though overall vertical force stabilization was consistent across frequencies (figure 4a), subjects increasingly relied on the individual variation strategy (InV) and less on the covariation strategy (CoV) to stabilize vertical force as they hopped more quickly ( figure 4b,c) . Covariation for vertical force stabilization (CoV) averaged across subjects was significantly greater than zero at the beginning, middle and end of stance for 2.2 Hz hopping (0 -4, 36-59, 95-97% stance phase; p , 0.005). At 2.8 Hz, only the middle and end of stance phase exhibited significant stabilization from covariation (39 -49, 95 -97% stance phase; p , 0.005). For 3.2 Hz hopping, we did not find any significant contribution from covariation at any point during stance phase ( p . 0.02; figure 4b ). In contrast, individual variation for vertical force stabilization (InV) at midstance was not significantly greater than zero for 2.2 Hz ( p . 0.005), but was significant for the higher frequencies ( p , 0.005; figure 4c ).
DISCUSSION
Joint torque variance was structured consistently across hopping frequencies to stabilize vertical force. However, the strategy used to structure joint torque variance changed as a function of frequency (figures 4 and 5). At slow frequencies, hoppers used interjoint coordination, or covariation, to cancel out small mid-stance joint torque fluctuations between joints from hop to hop. At high frequencies, hoppers used individual variation, or minimization of ankle torque variance to stabilize vertical force. The UCM analysis with the permutation method as performed here provides an effective tool for quantifying the changing role of interjoint coordination in achieving seemingly invariant motor behaviour across changing conditions. Further, our results underscore the importance of stabilizing particular joints in a redundant system to achieve stability of the performance variable. The individual joint torque variances and the vertical force variance suggest that the joint-level control strategy changed across hopping frequencies to maintain the same limb-level force stability (figure 2). At 2.2 Hz, even though the variances of all three joint torques peaked near mid-stance, the vertical force variance reached a local minimum. This suggests that midstance joint torques were coordinated to counteract each other's fluctuations from hop to hop, so that vertical force variance was reduced. At 2.8 and 3.2 Hz, approximately the same low mid-stance vertical force variance was achieved but through direct minimization of ankle joint torque variance. At 2.8 and 3.2 Hz, the vertical force variance trajectory followed the ankle torque variance trajectory: bimodal with a local minimum at mid-stance. This observation suggests that vertical force variance is most sensitive to ankle torque variance. As subjects hopped more quickly, the variance of the ankle torque was reduced more than the other joint torque variances. One would expect a concomitant reduction in vertical force variance with a reduction in ankle torque variance. However, hoppers also used less covariation (less interjoint coordination) to stabilize vertical force. As a result, vertical force stability was consistent as frequency increased because hoppers use less covariation strategy and more individual variation strategy in the form of reduced ankle torque variance.
Our analysis quantified the sensitivity of the force variance to each of the individual joint torque variances Rate-dependent locomotion strategies J. T. (figure 3). Our results are in agreement with other hopping studies that indicate control of the ankle joint is most important for the spring-mass dynamics of human hopping (Farley et al. 1998; Farley & Morgenroth 1999) . Despite the importance of the ankle joint, other joints can contribute to counteracting loads applied only at the ankle (Chang et al. 2008) . Because the sensitivities to each of the joints is dependent on limb posture and the limb posture changed during stance phase, it is possible that the ankle joint torque may not always be the most important joint for vertical force production. However, by quantifying the sensitivities to each joint at every time point, we empirically verified that the ankle joint is always the most important joint for hopping at the conditions tested in this study. The results also confirm that vertical force is sensitive to knee and hip joint torques although these are relatively small compared with the sensitivity to ankle torque. Significant sensitivities to all three joints correspond to a redundant system in which coordinated variation may be used to stabilize the performance variable. Todorov & Jordan (2002) proposed that biological controllers minimize variations only in joints that lead to variability in the performance variable; variations in joints that do not lead to variability in the performance variable are left untouched or unrestricted. Since the mechanical system that Todorov and Jordan used had joints that equally influenced the performance variable, the variations that were minimized were spread and coordinated among all the joints (covariation strategy). However, if the system is configured such that the performance variable is largely sensitive to only one joint, then minimization of that one joint's variance can be an important task stabilization strategy. In the present study, vertical force in human hopping is most sensitive to the ankle torque. At high frequencies, hoppers minimized ankle torque variance to achieve the same overall force stability as at low frequencies. At mid-stance of 2.2 Hz hopping, subjects minimized joint torque combinations that lead to vertical force variance through an interjoint coordination strategy ).
This present study is the first to employ a hybrid method to separate and consider the contributions from both covariation and individual joint variation in the stabilization of a limb movement. Mü ller and Sternad focused on only covariation (Mü ller & Sternad 2003) and used permutation of experimental data to quantify the effects of covariation. Schöner and Scholz noted that the permutation method does not take into account individual variation, i.e. 'different amounts of variance in the different elemental variables' . UCM analysis takes into account both covariation and individual variation, and adds the IMA was generally consistent across hopping frequencies (a). The contribution of the joint torque covariation strategy to vertical force stabilization decreased as subjects hopped more quickly (b). The contribution of the individual variation strategy to vertical force stabilization increased as subjects hopped more quickly (c).
independent variation hopping frequency covariation stability Figure 5 . Relative roles of the two control strategies that stabilize vertical ground reaction force during human hopping. At slow hopping frequencies, interjoint torque coordination (covariation) is the dominant strategy, while at faster hopping frequencies, stabilization of ankle torque (independent variation) is the dominant strategy. The additive force-stabilizing effect of the two strategies is constant across hopping frequencies.
contributions of the two into a metric that quantifies how much the structure of joint variance stabilizes or destabilizes the performance variable. However, studies employing the UCM analysis method have stressed covariation in the interpretation of their results (Scholz et al. 2000; Tseng et al. 2003; Black et al. 2007; Hsu et al. 2007; Zhang et al. 2008; Auyang et al. 2009; Yen et al. 2009 ).
Our results are consistent with a number of other locomotion studies that also suggest locomotor-control strategy changes with speed (Ting et al. 1994; Full & Koditschek 1999; Jindrich & Full 2002) . Another way to distinguish control strategies for locomotor stability is consideration of feed-forward and feedback processes. Full and colleagues hypothesized that slow-moving locomotion is actively stabilized using feedback control via neural reflex pathways. With the more rapid leg movements at greater speeds, they suggest that rapid locomotion is passively stabilized along with feedforward neural control because feedback processes would involve too large a time delay to be effective (Full & Koditschek 1999) . Considering the dynamics of a bouncing gait such as running, hopping and galloping as that of a simple mass-spring system (Blickhan 1989; McMahon & Cheng 1990; Farley et al. 1993) , the effective stiffness of the legs can be tuned a priori so that the effective leg spring can immediately absorb the energy of an unexpected perturbation and return the body to the desired locomotor cycle ( Jindrich & Full 2002) . However, joints can have differential roles for energy absorption (Daley et al. 2007) , which is consistent with our finding that the most distal joint, the ankle, is used for stability at the highest hopping frequencies. Although an interesting area for further study, it remains to be tested whether the covariation we found for slow-frequency hopping is a product of feedback processes between muscles crossing different joints, and whether the individual variation we found at higher frequency hopping is the product of a feed-forward process controlling joints independently.
CONCLUSION
We now have experimental evidence that supports the existence of more than one limb-control strategy for stabilizing a bouncing gait, and that selection of these strategies depends on rate of movement. As such, it is not surprising to find recent evidence that different neural networks in the spinal cord can be activated for different speeds of the same locomotor mode as opposed to merely turning the excitation of the same neural network up or down (El Manira & Grillner 2008; McLean et al. 2008) . A redundancy of limb-control strategies would allow locomoting animals to select an amalgamation that is most energetically and computationally efficient, and also allows for the greatest behavioural plasticity in a changing, unpredictable environment.
APPENDIX A
Proof: By permutation of a set of local variables (e.g. joint torques), individual variation effects are isolated from covariation effects on the structure of local variance.
We demonstrate that individual variances of local variables and their covariations have analytically separable effects on local variance structure. It must be shown that GEV and NGEV, the two measures that determine local variance structure, can each be expressed as a sum of two terms; one term represents individual variation and the other term represents covariation. Then, applying the expressions to a surrogate dataset that is composed of all possible combinations of local variables across all movement cycles, we show that the covariation term becomes zero, and GEV and NGEV are dependent only on the individual variances of the local variables.
First we define the elements of vector X as n local variables x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n . X varies over N trials and determines the task variable through a map S, which is a single row matrix consisting of elements s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s n . Equation (A 1) is an example of such a mapping. The variance of the projection of X on S across N trials yields NGEV (Zhang et al. 2008) , and can be compactly written as
where cov(X) is the n Â n covariance matrix of the vector set fX k g for k ¼ 1, 2, . . . , N. The diagonal terms of cov(X) are the individual variances of the local variables, s 
The first summand in the numerator is a weighted sum of the individual variances of the local variables, and the second summand is a weighted sum of the covariances of the local variables. The entire numerator is equal to the variance of the task variable. Including the denominator effectively changes the units from units of the task variance to units of the local variance. Therefore, it is clear how NGEV can be expressed as the sum of individual variances and covariances.
Rate-dependent locomotion strategies J. T. GEV is total local variance (V ) minus NGEV and normalized by the dimension of the null space of S, which is n 2 1,
Similar to NGEV, GEV can also be expressed as a sum of individual local variance effects and covariance effects. The first two terms in the numerator in equation (A 4) involve only individual variances and the third term involves only covariances.
We now perform a permutation on the vector set fX k g to obtain the product set fx 1,k g Â fx 2,k g Â . . . Â fx n,k g. For example, if fx 1,k g is the set of all ankle joint torque values measured, then each ankle torque value is combined with every knee and every hip torque value measured. If we had simply scrambled the vector set fX k g (i.e. have had an ankle torque value combined with only one random knee torque and one random hip torque), then the resulting set may retain some covariation (Mü ller & Sternad 2003) . In contrast, the product of the permutated vector set has exactly zero covariation and the same individual variances as the original vector set, as proved below.
The individual variance of the i th local variable in the original vector set is
The individual variance of the i th local variable in the product set is the same,
. . .
Therefore, upon permutation, the variances of the local variables remain unchanged. The covariance of the i th and j th local variables in the product set is If there is more GEV than NGEV (i.e. GEV 2 NGEV . 0), then local variance is structured to stabilize the task variable. The difference GEV 2 NGEV serves as a metric of the local variance structure. We demonstrate that the local variance structure is not dependent on individual variances either (i) when the individual joint variances are equal to each other, or (ii) when the task variable is equally sensitive to each joint torque. Using equations (A 2) and (A 4), the difference GEV 2 NGEV can be expanded out as As shown in appendix A, by operating on a permutated dataset, we isolate the contribution of individual variances from the contribution of covariances on local variation structure. 
